Local Volunteers Feeding the Fight against COVID-19 All Across Kalamazoo
5364 meals delivered in more than 134 distinct deliveries through June 12
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KALAMAZOO, MI (June 12, 2020) – After two months, as restaurants start to reopen and
Michigan seems to flatten the curve in phase one of the COVID-19 pandemic, Feed the
Fight Kalamazoo (FTFK) has made 134 distinct deliveries, totaling 5364 meals from 74
local restaurants to frontline healthcare workers and first responders.
These meals have been delivered by 75+ volunteers, who have served over 1000
volunteer hours, all with the support of more than 250 individual donors. All funds go
to delivery of meals to frontline workers.
Drawing on the amazing experience of Feed the Fight DC, which emerged in mid-March
as a neighborhood effort to patronize local restaurants and show support for healthcare
workers at the outset of the COVID-19 crisis, Feed The Fight Kalamazoo was launched
by the combined efforts of local activists Sally Hadden, Jodi Hope Michaels, and Adam
Strong-Morse. Through individual tax-deductible contributions and with volunteer delivery
drivers, FTF Kalamazoo purchases and delivers takeout meals from local restaurants for
healthcare workers and other first responders across our region. 100% of donated funds
go to purchase meals. Feed the Fight delivers the double impact of driving business to
local restaurants working to stay operational while thanking and supporting healthcare
workers and first responders fighting on the front lines of this unprecedented crisis.
These meals have been delivered to units of the Family Health Center, Bronson
Healthcare, the Kalamazoo Department of Public Safety, 911 dispatchers, paramedics
with Pride Care and Life EMS, Community Living Options, Residential Opportunities
Incorporated and more. For example, on any given Tuesday in the past two months, FTFK
has often made deliveries from eight distinct restaurants to our local healthcare heroes
all across town.
Louie’s Trophy House is one of the 74 restaurants that received FTFK orders, and
gave back by hosting a fundraiser for FTFK. In the words of Joe Wolf of Louie’s: “We’ve
always tried to be a big part of the community and give as much as we can. One of the
biggest ways we do that is with our annual gumbo cook off that we do in February... [This
Gumbo Cookoff Fundraiser for FTFK on June 6, 2020] is something that we wanted to do
… To help the frontliners, the ones that are out there working day in day out. We can’t
thank them enough. Feed the Fight is helping the restaurants as well. I think it benefits
everybody, from the frontliners to a great nonprofit organization, and to the restaurants
that are really hanging on to the thin thread of what business they have right now with the
business model that we are stuck with for 85 days now.” (interview given on June 6).
FTF Kalamazoo’s first two months have been incredible thanks to the generosity of our
local community, both through volunteer time and donations. We are 100% volunteer

run. Our volunteers work behind the scenes in all manner of roles: building the website,
managing logistics, delivering meals, managing social media, serving as translators,
providing protective gear to volunteers, and more.
Janis Clark, a Feed The Fight volunteer delivery driver, said her first delivery was:
“Fantastic. It was great,” noting everyone was so excited to collaborate in the process
from the Nina’s Cafe employees who loaded the meals into her car to the Bronson
staffers waiting at the curb with a cart to bring the meals inside the hospital.
“It almost felt like a guilty pleasure,” Clark said. “I actually got to go out (albeit in a mask
and gloves) and feel like I was doing something to help my community.”
Rosita Flores, a medical assistant at the Family Health Center, is one of those grateful
front line workers who has received meals through Feed the Fight Kalamazoo. “Oh my
goodness ... what a special treat,” she said. “It honestly means a lot to us knowing that
we aren't forgotten...knowing that the community is showing their support for us and for
(our patients)...it's everything.”
To learn more and to help Feed the Fight Kalamazoo, please visit ftfkalamazoo.org or
follow the effort on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram (#FTFKalamazoo @FTFKalamazoo)

